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ABSTRACT

This guide is intended for both the novice in x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) as well as users with some experience. XPS is one of
the most widely used methods to characterize surface nanostructured samples, and XPS is now also commonly accessible to most material
scientists through XPS facility centers. It is, therefore, increasingly used as a routine analysis technique to complement other techniques.
This has led to an increase in the number of users who may not have a full understanding of the details of XPS and consequently must rely
on the report provided by the XPS center. The purpose of this practical guide on the aspects of quantitative XPS is first to put the reader in
a position to be able to understand and judge the meaning and possible errors in atomic concentrations based on analysis of peak intensi-
ties, which is the standard way quantitative XPS is reported. We discuss different ways to improve the analysis. This is attained by giving the
reader a good understanding of how the intensities in the peak and the background of inelastically scattered electrons are linked together
through the depth distribution of atoms. We then explore how this can be applied to greatly increase the capabilities of XPS to more accu-
rately determine the composition and structure of surfaces on the nanoscale. This is possible at different levels of sophistication. We first see
how a visual inspection of the XPS survey spectrum can be applied to get a quick rough indication of the structure. Next, we go through
other more quantitative methods that are being used. The practical application of these techniques is illustrated by several examples.

Published under license by AVS. https://doi.org/10.1116/6.0000661

I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)1,2 is now the most
widely used method to characterize surface nanostructures.3 One of
the reasons is that the distance λ traveled before an electron under-
goes an inelastic scattering event is in the order of 1 nm4 for elec-
trons of energy between 100 and 1500 eV (which are typical for
XPS). Therefore, the XPS peak intensity decreases strongly with the
distance traveled in the solid and the information in the peak
intensity comes from the outermost 5–10 nm of the sample.

XPS is applied to extract mainly two types of information: first,
the exact energy of a photon excited core electron varies with the
chemical state of the corresponding atom, and this is widely used to
extract chemical state information of atoms in the surface region;
second, the peak intensity provides information on the concentration
of the corresponding atoms in the surface region, which is used to
determine the atomic composition. Modeling of the background of
inelastically scattered electrons is important for both types of analysis.
However, here we are dealing with a third application of XPS where

the background intensity of inelastically scattered electrons is used to
enhance the extractable amount of information on the composition
and structure of the surface region.

Most XPS instrument manufacturers provide software to facili-
tate quantitative analysis, and other software products are also
available to support quantitative XPS analysis;5–13 we will refer to
some of these in this guide.

This paper is part of a series of practical guides on XPS.14–19

The standard way to report quantification from XPS peak intensi-
ties is in the form of atomic percent based on a theory that
assumes the sample composition is homogeneous. The samples we
analyze with XPS are, however, typically inhomogeneous in the
surface region, and it was pointed out many years ago20,21 that this
can result in huge errors in determined quantification based on
peak intensities. Because of this, Shard17 in his recent guide on
XPS consequently recommends to use the phrase “equivalent
homogeneous composition” when reporting quantification based
on peak intensities.
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In the present paper, we are concerned with this exact
problem and we shall see how analysis of the distribution of inelas-
tically scattered electrons in the background is applied to enhance
the accuracy of quantitative XPS and also how the background is
used to extract detailed information on the atom depth distribution
in nanostructured samples.

The emphasis in this guide is to provide the XPS user, who is
new to the topic with a good understanding of the interplay
between peak and background intensities and further of how this
can be applied to judge the accuracy of atomic concentrations
determined from peak intensities and finally how it is applied for
quantitative characterization of the composition and nanostructure
of surfaces, ultimately with subnanometer depth resolution. For the
experienced XPS user, much of the information given here will be
well known and the presentation may seem a little lengthy.
However, for the novice as well as the expert to be able to judge the
accuracy of quantitative XPS in practical situations, it is necessary
to have a full understanding of the processes involved. For the
novice, I recommend to first read and get familiar with the implica-
tions and limitations of quantitative XPS as outlined in Secs. II, III,
IV, V A and V E. This knowledge should be at the backbone of all
XPS users, including those that do not acquire the data themselves
but order the analysis from a central XPS facility. In Secs. V B–V D
we discuss quantitative methods to apply the background to further
increase the quantitative information from XPS. The final Sec. V E
is at least as important as the remaining parts of this guide because
there we emphasize that it is important to apply the background
analysis wisely and ways to do this are described.

II. XPS BACKGROUND AND PEAK INTENSITY

The first aim of this guide on backgrounds in XPS is for the
reader to understand the origin of the background and realize how
the background and the peak intensity are linked together and how
they both depend on the depth distribution of the photoemitting
atoms. Such knowledge is required for the XPS user to be able to
judge the uncertainty in and understand the meaning of the
numbers that result from quantitative analysis based on peak inten-
sities, which is the standard method used for XPS quantitation.
The second aim of this guide is to make the reader aware of how
this knowledge can be used to improve the accuracy of quantitative
XPS analysis.

The spectra in Figs. 1 and 2 will be used in the different sec-
tions of this paper to illustrate the application of various methods
to use the background for quantitative XPS. The spectra have been
corrected for the analyzer transmission function, which varies with
the kinetic energy E.22 This correction is always important when
XPS is applied for quantitative analysis. For many spectrometers,
the transmission function varies approximately as E−m with
m∼ 0.7. Most commercial instruments will provide facilities to
automatically do this correction.

Figure 1 shows AlKα excited XPS of a thin film of poly
(styrene)-poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PS-PDMS) diblock copolymer23

spin coated on a silicon wafer at room temperature and of the same
sample after annealing at 130 °C for 20 h. The spectrum consists of
peaks corresponding to the energy of core electrons, photon excited
from Si, C, and O atoms. There is also a continuum intensity that

tends to increase at lower kinetic energies. These are photoelectrons
that were originally excited at the peak energies, but have lost
energy on their way to the surface. To analyze a single peak, the
first step is to subtract the contribution to the background intensity
from the peaks at higher kinetic (i.e., lower binding) energies. This
is done by fitting a straight line to the intensity in an energy region

FIG. 2. Al Kα-excited XPS from an iron sample that had been exposed to a
corrosive maritime environment. Reprinted with permission from Tougaard,
Software Packages to Characterize Surface Nano-Structures by Analysis of
Electron Spectra (www.quases.com, 2020). Copyright 2020, www.quases.com.

FIG. 1. XPS of a PS-PDMS diblock copolymer recorded at room temperature
and after annealing at 130 °C for 20 h. Data from Andersen et al., J. Electron
Spectrosc. 121, 93 (2001). Copyright 2001, Elsevier.
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on the high kinetic energy side of the peak as illustrated for the
O1s peak by the dashed line in Fig. 1. After subtraction of the
intensity below this line from the spectrum, the contribution from
the O1s peak to the spectrum has been isolated. In this paper, we
will denote this spectrum as J(E).

Figure 2 shows an AlKα excited XPS spectrum of an iron
sample that had been exposed to a corrosive maritime environ-
ment.24 The intensity and shape of the peak and background below
the O 1s and the Fe 2p peaks are very different, which is due to dif-
ferent depth distributions of oxygen and iron atoms. As we shall
see, the quantification accuracy can be greatly enhanced when the
background is included in the analysis.

To be able to use the peak intensity for quantification, the
background must first be subtracted from the spectrum. The data
analysis software that comes with most instruments will typically
have at least three ways to do this:16,17,19 (1) a straight line drawn
from above the peak to a point below the peak, (2) the “Shirley
background,”25 which is also used between two energies below and
above the peak by an algorithm that assumes the background inten-
sity at a given energy to be proportional to the total intensity at
higher energies, and (3) an algorithm,26 which is based on a physi-
cal model for the inelastic scattering properties of the material; this
latter method has become known as the “Tougaard background”.

For a linear background, a straight line is drawn from a point
close to the low energy side of a peak, Emin, to a point on its high
energy side, Emax, and subtracted from the peak. One of the prob-
lems with this method is that it is not well defined since the choice
of low and high energy points is entirely subjective.27 The Shirley
background25 subtraction is an iterative procedure, based on the
algorithm

Fn(E) ¼ J(E)� kn

ðEmax

E

Fn�1(E0) � dE, (1)

where F0(E) = J(E) and kn is found from the requirement that
Fn(Emin) = 0. The series converges rapidly and after three to four
iterations, Fn(E)∼ Fn−1(E). The values Emin and Emax have to be
chosen by the operator. The method is rather independent of Emax,
but does depend on Emin, so the Shirley background is thus also
not well defined. When it is applied over a small energy range, the
peak areas derived are similar to those found using the straight line
method. To minimize the uncertainty, it is important to be consis-
tent in picking Emin and Emax by using the same criteria (although
also entirely subjective and based on visual observation) for all
peaks.27

The Tougaard background26 relies on a quantitative descrip-
tion of the physical processes that lead to the background. It comes
in various forms depending on the situation10,21 and the simplest
algorithm is

F(E) ¼ J(E)� B1

ðEmax

E

J(E)
E0 � E

(Cþ (E0 � E)2)
2 � dE0, (2)

where C = 1643 eV2. The factor B1 is adjusted to give zero intensity
in a region between 30 and 50 eV below the characteristic peak

structure. For polymers, and other materials (such as Si and Al)
with a sharp plasmon structure, the three-parameter Tougaard-
background algorithm is more accurate,28

F(E)¼ J(E)�B1

ðEmax

E

J(E0)
E0 � E

(C� (E0 � E)2)
2 þD(E0 � E)2

� dE0, (3)

where C and D depend on the material. The kernel in the integrals
reflect the cross section for inelastic scattering in the material, and
for complex systems, where the photoelectron may pass layers of
material with widely different scattering properties, a mixture of
the corresponding cross sections gives a more accurate description
of the background.29,30 Figure 3 shows the full AlKα excited spec-
trum from a Cu foil analyzed by Eq. (2).26 As can be seen, the
inelastically scattered electron background is described with good
accuracy over the full 1000 eV energy range. Note also that the
peaks extend to ∼30 eV on the low energy side of the characteristic
peaks. The intensity in this energy range arises from the intrinsic
(or shake-up) electrons.31 As was described above, when this
method is applied to a single peak, a straight line is first fitted to
the spectrum on the high energy side of the peak, and then sub-
tracted from a region of the spectrum whereby the peak and back-
ground intensity originating from a given core level is isolated.
Such straight line backgrounds are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Figure 4 shows the Si2p,2s spectra from SiO2 (Ref. 24) ana-
lyzed by Eq. (2) (with C = 1643 eV2) (upper) and by Eq. (3) [using
C = 542 and D = 275 eV2, valid for SiO2 (Ref. 28)] (lower). SiO2 has

FIG. 3. Al Kα-excited spectrum J(E) of pure copper, and the primary excitation
spectrum F(E) determined from Eq. (2) with C = 1643 and B1 = 3010 eV2.
Reprinted with permission from Tougaard, Surf. Sci. 216, 343 (1989). Copyright
1989, Elsevier.
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a narrow plasmon at ∼23 eV, and while Eqs. (2) and (3) both give
consistent and good background correction beyond ∼40 eV from the
Si 2s peak, Eq. (3) accounts better for the intensity in the plasmon
energy loss structure. This illustrates that while Eq. (2) has been
shown to be good for many transition metals, their alloys, and oxides,
Eq. (3) is better when the material has sharp plasmon loss features.

Since Eq. (2) accounts so well for the background in Fig. 3 it
is obvious that it gives a quite accurate description of the inelastic
scattering processes that are responsible for the background.
Equation (2) does, however, only apply for homogeneous and expo-
nential atom depth distributions.32 For other depth distributions,
different and more complex algorithms apply10,32–34 as discussed in
Secs. V C and V D. Although the Shirley and straight line methods
are not based on physical models and have been found to be less
accurate,27,35 they still give a reasonably accurate relative measure

for the peak area. The two methods have the advantage that only
the main peak region (typically of width less than 5 eV) needs to be
analyzed, while proper use of the Tougaard background requires a
wider energy range. In practice, the Shirley and straight line back-
grounds are widely used.16,17,19

It is straightforward to model the measured intensity of a
peak, which has contributions from photoelectrons excited at
atoms over a range of depths. It drops exponentially with the path
traveled (see Fig. 5), and the contribution dIA to the measured peak
intensity, which originates from photon excited electrons with
intensity I0 at depth z at an angle θ to the surface normal, is atten-
uated with the distance z/cos θ the electron travels before reaching
the sample surface and

dIA ¼ I0 � XA(z) � e� z
λcosθdz: (4)

Here XA(z) is the atomic concentration of atoms A in a thin layer
dz at depth z. We have here assumed that the electrons move along
straight lines as in Fig. 6(a). Angular deflection due to elastic scat-
tering as in Fig. 6(b) will also occur, and the implication of this is
examined in Sec. II A.

The measured peak intensity (or peak area) IA has contribu-
tions from atoms at all depths and from Eq. (4),

IA ¼
ð1
0
I0 � XA(z) � e� z

λcosθdz: (5)

Since λ is ∼0.5–3 nm,4 the exponential factor drops quickly with
depth z and is negligible for z . 3λ.

The left-hand panel of Fig. 7 shows model spectra (generated
with the QUASES software11) from Au atoms in a 1 nm thick layer situ-
ated at different depths in a Cu sample with λ ¼ 1:5 nm. The same
amount of Au atoms gives a hugely varying intensity because elec-
trons excited at larger depths have a smaller probability [by Eq. (4)]
to survive at the peak energy but (see Fig. 5) are likely to lose energy
and end up at lower energies in the spectrum. This is clearly seen as
an increase in the background intensity below the peak energy and a
corresponding decrease in the Au4d peak intensity as the 1 nm thick
gold layer is buried at increasingly larger depths.

The intensity of both the peak and the background varies sub-
stantially and in opposite directions with depth: the peak intensity
decreases and the background intensity increases as the layer is
placed at larger depth. The ratio of the two gives, therefore, a very
sensitive parameter, which can be applied to estimate the depth or
thickness of the layer as was suggested and explored many years
ago36 (see Sec. V B below).

A. Correction for elastic electron scattering effects

It is well known that angular deflection will occur,6,7,37–43 and
this can affect the measured peak intensity. However, in many
practical cases, the effect turns out to be small. Thus, in a study of
peaks from seven pure metals,44 the theoretical peak intensities
were found to change by an average of 14% as a result of elastic
scattering but the standard deviation from experiment was practi-
cally the same, namely, ∼15% independent of whether or not
elastic scattering is included. This implies that the contributions

FIG. 4. Mg Kα-excited XPS of pure SiO2 and the background-corrected spec-
trum using Eq. (2) with C = 1643 and B1 = 3510 eV2 and Eq. (3) with C = 542,
D = 275, and B1 = 306 eV2.
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from errors in other parameters, such as the photoionization cross
sections and the inelastic electron mean free path, are so large that
they overshadow the improvements by including elastic electron
scattering in analysis of homogeneous solids.44 In agreement with
this result, it was found both experimentally38 and theoretically39,41

that the effect of elastic scattering is small (although not negligible)
for small depths z but can be substantial for large θ and for

z . 2λ. We will now discuss how these results can be used in prac-
tical analysis.

In Eqs. (4) and (5), it was assumed that the photoelectron
moves along a straight line on its way to the spectrometer as shown
in Fig. 6(a). However, the electron can also start out in a different
direction and later be deflected by elastic electron scattering into
the direction of the spectrometer as illustrated by trajectories (b),

FIG. 5. Interplay between XPS peak intensity, inelastic
background, and depth of origin.

FIG. 6. Possible electron trajectories when elastic deflection is (a) ignored and (b) included.
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(c), and (d) in Fig. 6(b). The intensity from electron (b) will be
attenuated less than electron (a) because it has traveled a shorter
distance in the sample. In contrast, electrons (c) and (d) have trav-
eled a larger distance in the material than electron (a) and conse-
quently their intensity will be attenuated more. So the intensity
from some electrons is attenuated less while other electrons are
attenuated more than electron (a). This canceling effect tends to
reduce the effect of elastic scattering, especially for shallow layers.38

Tougaard and Jablonski39 suggested to describe this deflection
effect on the peak intensity by a simple correction factor (CF) to
Eqs. (4) and (5),

dIA ¼ I0 � CF(z) � XA(z) � e� z
λcosθdz, (4a)

IA ¼
ð1
0
I0 � CF(z) � XA(z) � e� z

λcosθdz: (5a)

To obtain general knowledge on CF, they first determined CF
by performing extensive Monte Carlo calculations made under var-
iations in the full relevant range of electron energy, matrix atoms,
depth of origin of emitted electrons and angular emission
anisotropy.39

They then discovered that although CF was found to
depend strongly on all these parameters, the main variation can
be described by a single parameter, which is a reduced depth
expressed as z/λ. This is shown in Fig. 8(a). Note that for each
depth, 60 values are shown, corresponding to the five

FIG. 7. Left panel: Au4d spectra from a 1-nm-thick Au layer at different depths in a material with λ = 1.5 nm calculated with the QUASES software (Ref. 11). Right panel:
Cu2p spectra from Cu atoms with different concentration distributions in an Au matrix. Adapted with permission from Tougaard, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A 14, 1415 (1996).
Copyright 1996, American Vacuum Society.
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photoelectron energies, four different matrix atoms, and three
asymmetry parameters.39 This general variation with z/λ can
be used to get a rough estimate of the effect. As seen from
Fig. 8(a), the effect is small and less than ∼15% for depths
z < 1.5λ due to the above-mentioned cancellation effect and in
agreement with experiments.38,44 However, it can be substantial
for larger depths and CF ∼ 0.5 for depth ∼3λ. For a thin layer
at the surface, CF is seen to be about 5%–10% larger than 1,
which is due to electrons being backscattered from the sub-
strate, like electron (c) in Fig. 6(b), resulting in a larger inten-
sity compared to the situation where the substrate
is not present. The general dependence of CF in Fig. 8(a) can
for z

λ , 4 be approximated by

CF
z
λ

� �
¼ 1:27 � exp �0:1

z
λ

� �2
� 0:14

� �
: (6)

The scatter in Fig. 8(a) is, however, still considerable, and they
then found39 that the variation of CF is even better described by
the reduced depth z/λet where

λet ¼ λ � λtr
λþ λtr

, (7)

and λtr is the transport mean free path. This is seen in Fig. 8(b),
where the best fit to the data is given by the formula39

CF
z
λet

� �
¼ exp �0:157 764 � z

λet

� �
� 1:251 32

� �
þ exp �0:056 241 7 � z

λet

� �2

þ 0:006 988 49 � z
λet

� �
� 0:201 962

 !
: (8)

Jablonski and Tougaard also studied the variation of CF with
the geometry of the experimental setup and found41 that Eq. (8)
is of general validity provided that the angle of emission is <30°
with respect to the surface normal and the angle between x-ray
anode and analyzer axis is 45°–65°, which are typical for most
experimental setups. Outside of this range, a more involved
formula40 is more accurate. Facilities to calculate CF according to
Eqs. (6) and (8) are available in the free QUASES-IMFP-TPP2M soft-
ware.13 The approximate correction given by Eq. (8) was applied
in Refs. 38, 45, and 46.

Determined peak intensities by analysis with Eq. (4) should be
divided by CF to obtain the peak intensity corrected for elastic
scattering.

Finally, we mention that elastic electron scattering can also
affect the shape of the background.47,48

III. QUANTIFICATION AND THE ATTENUATION FACTOR
PROBLEM

Quantitative XPS is usually based on measured peak areas cal-
culated after the background has been subtracted. This approach is
widely used but it is important to understand and be aware of the
inherent errors that can be associated with this as was pointed out
many years ago.20,21 We will now briefly discuss this problem.

In traditional quantitative XPS analysis,1,2,16,17,21 it is assumed
that the sample is homogeneous so the concentration of atoms XA

FIG. 8. Elastic electron scattering CF in Eqs. (4a) and (5a) plotted as a function of the reduced lengths z/λ and z/λet, respectively. Reprinted with permission from Figs. 4
and 5 in Jablonski and Tougaard, Surf. Interface Anal. 26, 17 (1998). Copyright 1998, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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is constant in the outermost ∼5–10 nm of the sample and integra-
tion of Eq. (5) gives

IA ¼ I0 � XA � λ � cos θ: (9)

So, the peak area is proportional to the atomic concentration.
I0 depends on various factors that are determined either by
using reference spectra or they are taken from tables with, e.g.,
photoionization cross sections. Finally, one obtains from Eq. (9)
(Refs. 1 and 49),

XA ¼ F � IA, (10)

where F is a factor which includes the effects of the elastic and
inelastic mean free paths, the photoionization cross section, charac-
teristics of the spectrometer, and renormalization corresponding to
the intensity from the other elements in the sample. Within this
model, the surface concentration XA is proportional to the mea-
sured peak intensity or peak area IA.

For accurate analysis, it is important to have good values for F
and to use an accurate background subtraction method to deter-
mine IA. However, the by far most serious problem with the use of
Eq. (10) for practical XPS analysis is not related to the accuracy of
F or IA but to the assumption of surface homogeneity in the outer-
most �3λ (or ∼5 nm) of the sample21 (see Fig. 9).

As noted in Ref. 21, the problem with Eq. (10) is that it is
only valid when the concentration is constant in the surface region.
In practice, it is however quite rare that the samples we analyze
with XPS are homogeneous in the outermost few nanometers. In
fact, the reason why we use XPS, rather than bulk sensitive

techniques, is that the sample composition is inhomogeneous on
the nanometer depth scale. So, for real practical samples, the con-
centration varies often significantly in the topmost 0–5 nm and
Eq. (10) is invalid for quantitative analysis of such samples.

The origin of the problem is illustrated in the right-hand
panel of Fig. 7 (Ref. 21) that shows model spectra with identical
Cu2p photoelectron peak intensities that are obtained from four
Cu/Au samples with very different morphologies. This arises
because the peak intensity is attenuated with depth as in Eq. (4).
So, the observed Cu2p peak intensity can either come from a
0.11 nm thick Cu layer on an Au substrate, from a 5 nm thick
AuCu4 alloy, from a 1 nm thick layer at 2–3 nm depth, or from a
Cu substrate covered with a 2.5 nm thick Au overlayer. So, the peak
intensity alone carries only limited quantitative information on the
composition of the sample in the surface region.

As a practical example that illustrates the problems with this
formalism, Fig. 10 shows the spectrum from a sample that consists
of Au and Ni atoms. Traditional analysis with Eq. (10) (performed
with the CASAXPS software8) gives the composition table shown in
the inset of the upper left part of Fig. 10 (there is a small C con-
tamination that has been ignored). The conclusion is that the
surface region consists of an alloy with composition Au0:84Ni0:16.
But as illustrated in the top part of Fig. 10, the same ratio of Au4d
to Ni2p peak intensities could originate from other structures
where the surface concentration of Au can be anywhere from 0% to
100%. (The lower part of Fig. 10 is discussed in Sec. V A.) The
problem is that the attenuation of the peak intensity depends
strongly on the depth distribution of the atoms, which is ignored in
Eq. (10).

IV. METHODS TO CORRECT FOR THE PEAK
ATTENUATION FACTOR

The peak attenuation factor is here defined as the factor that
accounts for the attenuation of peak intensity corresponding to the
actual depth composition of the analyzed sample rather than as in
Eq. (10) where the distribution in the surface region has been
assumed to be constant. From the above, it is obvious that a mean-
ingful quantification cannot be made without taking this attenua-
tion factor into account.

As was discussed in a recent paper,49 there are essentially
three methods to make this correction. We will focus here on the
use of the background to correct for the attenuation factor.
However, to put this into perspective, we will first briefly mention
two other methods that are frequently applied.

A. From assumed knowledge of sample morphology

If the morphology of the sample is known, it is a very simple
calculation to correct for the attenuation factor.1,2,50 The mathe-
matics will be different depending on the type of morphology (thin
layer, buried layer, islands, exponential diffusion profile, etc.) and is
shown for a thin film in Fig. 11, but the calculation is straightfor-
ward for all types of morphologies. The problem is that this analy-
sis procedure is only possible if one knows the morphology of the
sample before the analysis is done. However, it is very rare that we
know the structure. It is exactly because we do not know the struc-
ture of the sample that we do XPS analysis. Sometimes we may

FIG. 9. Procedure for XPS analysis that is used in most labs. F is defined in
the text. This illustrates the limitations of this formalism for practical surface
analysis since it is not valid for many samples of practical interest. Reprinted
with permission from Fig. 1 in Tougaard, Surf. Interface Anal. 50, 657 (2018).
Copyright 2018, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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think we know the structure, if, e.g., A atoms are deposited on a
substrate consisting of B atoms. But it is very unlikely that growth
continues in a layer by layer fashion and typically it proceeds with
the formation of islands, and we may also have diffusion or chemi-
cal reactions between the atoms. Therefore, one should be cautious
when using this approach to correct for the attenuation factor
unless the structure of the sample has been determined by another
technique.

B. From angle resolved XPS

A second approach that is often applied to take the peak
attenuation effect into account is angle resolved XPS (ARXPS)
where the spectrum is measured at a range of emission angles.51–53

Due to the variation in path lengths with the angle, a difference in
the measured peak intensity [given by Eq. (4)] is seen and this is
compared with model calculations. This method works very well
for flat surfaces and is used extensively in the semiconductor indus-
try.54 The main limitation is that it does not work for rough surfa-
ces, and it also fails even for nanostructures grown on an otherwise

very flat surface.55 This is because the structure on the surface will
cause the photoelectrons to pass an undefined length in the mate-
rial for large emission angles. This can be minimized if large angles
are not included in the ARXPS analysis. However, the change in
the path length with angle θ is proportional to 1/cos(θ) [Fig. 6(a)],
which does not vary much for small angles [e.g., cos(30�) ¼ 0:87]
so the change in path length is 13%, which gives only a small varia-
tion in the intensity [Eq. (4)] and larger angles are needed to get
significant depth information from ARXPS.51 When large angles of
emission (>60°) are included, elastic scattering effects become sub-
stantial41 and it is important that the analysis includes the influence
of elastic electron scattering. The analysis is done with software and
some general XPS software systems will provide facilities to do the
analysis. A software exclusively for ARXPS is also available.12

C. From analysis of the XPS background

The third method to correct for the attenuation effect is based
on analysis of the spectrum in a wide energy range, which includes
both the peak and the background.10,11,32,56,57 This method relies

FIG. 10. XPS analysis of a sample based on peak areas. The upper right part illustrates that because of the peak attenuation effect, it is not possible to distinguish
between different possible structures. The lower part shows model Au4d XPS for different distributions of Au atoms, in a host material with λ = 1.5 nm. The lower right part
shows how these can be used to determine the rough structure of the sample using visual peak shape analysis. Adapted with permission from Tougaard, Surf. Interface
Anal. 50, 657 (2018). Copyright 2018, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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on the fact that the spectrum varies substantially with the sample
structure (Fig. 7) and is discussed in Sec. V. It does not have the
limitations of the other two: first, no a priori information on
the structure of the sample is needed because this is found from
the peak-background shape, and second it also works for rough
and nanostructured surfaces because all information is deduced
from a single spectrum, which, when taken close to the surface
normal, does not have the structure limitation inherent of ARXPS.
The main limitation of this technique is that although in principle
it is easy to apply, its application can become complex if there is a
peak from another element nearby the peak being analyzed
(see Sec. V E).

V. USE OF THE BACKGROUND AT DIFFERENT LEVELS
OF SOPHISTICATION

The characteristic changes in the peak shape and intensity
over a wide energy range (which we here refer to as the peak-
background shape) seen in Figs. 1, 2, and 7 can be applied to tre-
mendously enhance the accuracy of quantitative XPS analysis. This
is so because the effect is huge, and the intensity, say 30 eV below
the peak energy in Fig. 7, varies by orders of magnitude for differ-
ent structures. While it is not possible to distinguish between the
structures in the right-hand panel of Fig. 7 from the peak intensity
alone, they are easily distinguished by the intensity in the back-
ground. This is the philosophy behind XPS characterization with
the QUASES software,10,11 which has become increasingly used in
routine XPS analysis in recent years and in Sec. V D a brief intro-
duction to this software is given. However, simpler methods can
also give valuable, although less quantitative, information on the
sample structure and composition. In subsections V A–V E, we will
discuss several approaches that have been developed since the early

1980s. They rely on an analysis of the inelastic background in a
∼100 eV energy loss range below the peak.

However, before moving on, we mention here a recent inter-
esting approach by Shard and Spencer,58 using the part of the back-
ground where the photoelectron has lost several hundreds of
electron volts of energy to measure thick organic films. When the
organic film is deposited on, e.g., a gold substrate, the background
from the substrate peaks was found to vary with film thickness in a
characteristic way over the full ∼1000 eV energy range of the spec-
trum. Studying spectra from a range of organic layer thicknesses,
they found a semiempirical procedure, which can be applied to get
information on both the thickness and the uniformity of organic
films.58

A. Visual inspection of the survey spectrum

The simplest way to get information on the nanostructure of a
sample is by a visual inspection of the survey spectrum. This possi-
bility was systematically explored in a recent paper49 where stand-
ard model spectra were calculated for various nanostructured
samples, and these are used for a visual determination of the
approximate sample structure. The spectra in Fig. 7 are examples of
such spectra and further model spectra from different depth distri-
butions are shown in the lower part of Fig. 10. When comparing
these peak-background shapes to the spectrum of the AuNi sample
in the upper part of Fig. 10, it is clear that Au is surface localized
while Ni is in the bulk. Then, it is immediately concluded that the
sample structure consists of bulk Ni with a thin layer of Au on top.
This is consistent with the fact that the sample was produced by
evaporating Au on an Ni substrate. This gives more useful informa-
tion compared to the atomic concentrations determined from peak
areas. The determined structure is in rough agreement with a more
accurate quantification with QUASES software,59 which showed that

FIG. 11. This figure illustrates that it is easy to correct for
the peak attenuation effect if the structure of the sample
is known. In most practical cases, this is however not pos-
sible because the structure is not known. So, this correc-
tion procedure is in general not possible. Reprinted with
permission from Fig. 4 in Tougaard, Surf. Interface Anal.
50, 657 (2018). Copyright 2018, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Au forms 3 nm tall islands that cover 68% of the surface. In
Ref. 59, the results are also compared to Rutherford backscattering
(RBS) analysis of the same sample, and they were found to agree to
within 7% (only the amount of Au, not the formation of islands
can be determined by RBS). (The results are summarized in
Table I.) The application of this simple visual technique was dem-
onstrated for several other practical cases in Ref. 49. The reader is
encouraged to study these examples to become acquainted with
this visual method.

Application of the method to visually analyze the spectrum in
Fig. 1 is a little more involved than the examples in Ref. 49 but
illustrates further capabilities of the method: The first impression
from the spectra in Fig. 1 is that at room temperature the peak-
background shape of both O1s, C1s, and Si2p,2s resemble the spec-
trum in Fig. 10(d), indicating that the sample composition is
roughly homogeneous and the distribution of the PDMS-PS is,
therefore, also roughly homogeneous. After annealing, the O1s and
Si2s,2p peak intensity is seen to increase. This immediately tells us
that there is a redistribution of O and Si atoms to become more
surface localized and since O and Si are only in PDMS and not in
PS, this implies that the PDMS end of the diblock copolymer has
segregated to the surface. Further inspection shows that upon
annealing, not only the O1s and Si2p,2s peak intensities have
increased but the inelastic background has increased over a wide
energy range. This shows that the oxygen and silicon concentra-
tions have increased not only at the immediate surface but over a
larger range of depths. Since the intensity increase extends over
∼100 eV energy loss, it must have increased over depths of several
λ. In a similar (but opposite) way, not only the C1s peak intensity
decreases but also the inelastic background decreases over a wide
energy range below the C1s energy. This implies a decrease in
carbon concentration in the near surface region over depths of
several λ. At the same time, the background intensity far below all
peaks remains approximately unchanged after annealing. Since the
electrons observed at energies far below the peaks originate from
atoms at deep layers, this shows that the composition at deeper
layers (>5–10λ) is roughly unchanged.

So, putting these pieces of information together: Upon anneal-
ing, the PDMS end of the diblock copolymer has segregated to the
surface over depths of several λ, but the bulk distribution at deeper
layers is roughly unchanged. This is consistent with the behavior of
the C1s peak-background region since the C concentration is
smaller in PDMS compared to PS. This structure is in good agree-
ment with the QUASES analysis in Sec. V D (see Fig. 18 below),
which shows that PDMS segregates to the surface in a ∼14 nm
thick layer.

Quantitative account for these observations is confirmed by
the model spectra in Fig. 12, which show spectra of an Au0.8Cu0.2
alloy before and after surface segregation of Au in a layer of thick-
ness 0.5λ and 2.0λ, respectively. Segregation in a 0.75 nm thin layer
is seen to cause the peak intensity to increase while the background
is largely unchanged; segregation in a 3 nm thick layer results in an
intensity increase of not only the peak but also of the inelastic
background over a range that extends to ∼100 eV below the peak
energy. This latter situation is similar to what is observed for the
annealed sample in Fig. 1.

There is a strong correlation between the intensity of a given
spectral energy region and the depth where these electrons were
emitted.56 For example, the elastic peak intensity depends strongly
on the atom concentration at depths <1λ but is rather independent
of the concentration at depths >3λ. On the other hand, the spectral
intensity 100 eV below the peak energy depends strongly on elec-
trons excited from atoms at 3–4λ depth but depends less on the
atom concentration for depths <1λ. Different energy regions of the
spectrum thus carry information on the atomic concentration at
different depths. It is, however, important to note that there is a
wide range of depths that contribute to the intensity at a given
energy loss. This phenomenon was investigated in Ref. 56 where
the wide distribution of energy loss is illustrated for model spectra
from several atom depth distributions. To facilitate one’s thinking
while doing practical spectral analysis, it is useful to have a rough
model in mind. As shown in Ref. 56, if the typical energy loss in a
single scattering event is denoted by δE, then the intensity in the
full energy range up to ΔE below the peak energy is primarily
determined by the distribution of electron emitters within the out-
ermost depth range, R, where

R ¼ ΔE
δE

λ: (11)

TABLE I. Results from analysis of the spectrum in Fig. 10.

Method of analysis Au Ni

Visual inspection
(Sec. V A)

Surface layer Subsurface

Ap/B (Sec. V B) 46 eV 9.2 eV
QUASES (Sec. V D) 3 nm tall islands covering

68% of the surface
—

FIG. 12. Model Au4d spectra of Au without and with a surface segregation
layer, which is seen to cause the peak intensity to increase. The background
below the peak increases, however, only when the segregated layer has a
certain thickness. QUASES (Ref. 11) was used to calculate the spectra.
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δE is typically ∼15–30 eV depending on the solid.28 With
ΔE = 100 eV, one gets R∼ 4–7λ. The spectrum in an energy range up
to ∼100 eV from the peak energy is then primarily determined by the
composition within the outermost 5λ and the contribution from elec-
trons excited at larger depths will be small. Note that Eq. (8) should
never be used for anything but a very rough estimate.56

B. Peak area over increase in background (Ap/B)
method

Another, more quantitative method to get information on the
composition depth profile from the XPS peak-background was sug-
gested many years ago.36,60–62 It relies on the notion (see left-hand
panel in Fig. 7) that the peak area and the background intensity on
the low energy side change in opposite directions as the atoms are
located in a layer at varying depth. Consequently, the ratio Ap/B of
peak area Ap to increase in background intensity B 30 eV below the
peak energy is a very sensitive parameter to the depth distribution
of the atoms responsible for the peak. This is similar to the visual
inspection method, but it takes into account, in a quantitative way,
that it is the full peak intensity, i.e., the peak area and not the peak
height that counts. It also gives a quantitative number that makes it
possible to objectively compare the depth location of atoms in two
samples. The value of Ap/B can also be used on an absolute scale to
get insight into the depth distribution of the atoms. Thus, for a
homogeneous distribution of atoms, it was found that this ratio,
Do, is almost constant (∼23 eV), independent of material and peak
energy. Deviations from this value can then be used to estimate the
depth distribution of atoms and to estimate thin film
thicknesses.36,50,61–63

The method is defined in Fig. 13 that shows model spectra,
calculated with the QUASES software,11 for a gold substrate with a
3 nm copper overlayer and a 1.5 nm thick gold overlayer on copper.
Ap is the peak area (of the doublet in this case) determined after a
linear background has been subtracted (dashed line) from the mea-
sured spectrum. The high energy for the straight line background is
defined as the energy where the intensity has dropped to 10% of
the intensity at the peak energy while the low energy point for the
straight line is defined as the energy that is the same distance below
the peak energy as the high energy point is above the peak
energy.62 B is the increase in intensity measured 30 eV below the
peak energy. (In the case as here of a doublet peak, the geometrical
weighted centroid of the peak structure is used as reference.) A
rough estimate of the in-depth distribution of atoms can then be
found from the rules in Table II. For a given system, the method
may be fine-tuned by calibrating D0 against Ap/B determined from
analysis of a sample that is known to have a homogeneous atom
distribution. An example of its application is also shown in Fig. 13
where the values of Ap/B for the two cases are seen to be consistent
with the rules in Table II. Using the visual inspection method in
Sec. V A., it is also concluded that Au in Fig. 13(a) is in the bulk,
and in Fig. 13(b), gold is surface localized. The results are summar-
ized in Table III.

Applying the method to the oxidized iron sample in Fig. 2
gives Ap/B = 3.9 and 14.8 eV for Fe2p and O1s, respectively
(Table IV), and compared to Table II, this indicates that Fe is
strongly subsurface while O is in a thick surface layer, slightly

subsurface. On top, there is probably a thin layer of oxides corre-
sponding to the observed Ca, Mg, and C atoms. However since the
O layer is thick, there must be a thick FeOx below. The Fe distribu-
tion, being strongly subsurface, must then be interpreted as a low
concentration in a large surface region, forming a thick FeOx layer,
and a considerably higher Fe concentration deep in the bulk. From
this, the conclusion is that the sample consists of a thick FeOx
surface layer on top of pure Fe with Ca, Mg, and C oxides in the
topmost layers. This is in good agreement with the more involved
analysis in Sec. V D. (see Table IV), which shows that the oxide
layer is ∼8 nm thick and that there is a considerable overlap in the
depths where both O and Fe are present.

In Fig. 14, the method is applied to the Au-Ni sample in
Fig. 10. For Au, Ap/B = 46 eV implies that Au is in a surface layer
while Ap/B = 9.2 eV for Ni implies that Ni is in the bulk, in agree-
ment with the results from the visual inspection method (Fig. 10).

FIG. 13. Two examples of the application of the Ap/B and the decay length (L),
AOS3λ methods, respectively. The two model spectra were calculated for (a) a
gold substrate covered with a 3.0 nm overlayer and (b) a 1.5 nm gold film on top
of a substrate. λ = 1.5 nm in both cases.
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In Ref. 63, the Ap/B method was successfully applied to determine
the growth structure of Cu2O on Cu. Other examples of its practi-
cal application may be found in Refs 64 and 65.

A similar idea was later suggested by Salvi and Castle,66 and a
related method by Castle and Baker relies on analysis of the slope of
the background signal, which clearly also varies with the depth distri-
bution.67,68 Another idea put forward by Seah et al. consists in
studying the ratio of two spectra recorded at widely different emis-
sion angles,69 which will show characteristic variations due to the
difference in the effective path length for emitted electrons between
the two spectra.

The main strength of the Ap/B method lies probably in its
ability to easily monitor and compare the depth distribution for spe-
cific systems. It is thus very well suited for fast control of a specific
system consisting of layered structures. Thus, for quality control in
the production of a given thin film structure, all it takes to control
the growth is to measure the total intensity in two energy windows
each only a few electron volts wide: one around the peak energy and
the other around 30 eV below the peak energy. Energy resolution is
not essential so the spectrometer can be set at very low energy reso-
lution, which results in high measured intensity, and very poor
signal-to-noise ratios are also acceptable because it is the integrated
intensity in the two energy windows that count. Therefore the
required measurement to obtain Ap/B and subsequent data analysis
can be done in a fraction of a second. Furthermore, since it relies on
the intensity ratio at two energies that differ very little in relative
energy in the spectrum, it is very robust against variations in the

details of the experimental setup and is totally independent of, e.g.,
the photon flux. When applied to a specific system on the produc-
tion line, one is not concerned with the type of growth since this is
constant and has already been established for the specific system
being produced, and one only needs a criterion (specified by a
certain Ap/B value) to decide when to stop the deposition of layers.
This method is highly effective for automated control of layer
growth on the production line and is used in, e.g., the semiconduc-
tor chip industry.54,70

The Ap/B method was also successfully applied to obtain
images of film thicknesses.71 For imaging, one needs to acquire and
analyze thousands of spectra, one for each pixel. Speed of both data
acquisition and data analysis is, therefore, mandatory and are both
provided by this method.

C. Decay length L and amount of substance (AOS)3λ
method

A more advanced method was first suggested in 1990 (Refs. 20,
63, and 72) and later improved,34 and its validity has been
tested.34,63,73–77 This method is a simplified version of the QUASES

method in Sec. V D. The rationale for its development was that
while QUASES analysis can give very detailed information on the
atom depth distribution, it is also clear that the more details one
attempts to extract from the spectra, the more careful and trained

TABLE II. Rules to estimate the atom depth distribution from Ap/B (Sec. V B).

Ap/B Depth distribution

∼23 eV Roughly uniform
>30 eV Surface localized
<20 eV Subsurface localized

If the same peak from two samples has values D1 ¼ Ap

B

� �
1
and

D2 ¼ Ap

B

� �
2
, then

If 30 eV < D1 < D2 Atoms are surface localized in both samples
and are at shallower depths in sample 2

than in sample 1
If D1 < D2 < 20 eV Atoms are primarily in the bulk of both

samples and at deeper depths in sample 1
than in sample 2

TABLE III. Results from analysis of the Au 4d spectra in Fig. 13.

Method of analysis
Au in spectrum

13 a
Au in spectrum

13 b

Visual inspection (Sec. V A) Subsurface Surface localized
Ap/B (Sec. V B) 5.8 eV 66 eV
Decay length L and AOS3λ
(Sec. V C)

L =−1.8λ
AOS3λ = 1.1 nm

L = 1.4 λ
AOS3λ = 1.7 nm

QUASES (Sec. V D) 3 nm–100 nm 0–1.5 nm

TABLE IV. Results from analysis of the O1s and Fe2p spectra in Fig. 2.

Method of analysis Fe O

Visual inspection (Sec. V A) Subsurface Thick surface layer—
slightly subsurface

Ap/B (Sec. V B) 3.9 eV 14.8 eV
Decay length, L (Sec. V C) −1.54λ −1.95λ
QUASES (Sec. V D) 3.5–100 nm 2.5–8.0 nm

FIG. 14. Analysis of the spectrum in Fig. 10 by the Ap/B method.
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the operator must be when preforming the analysis. Therefore
rather than trying to get as much information as possible on the
details of the depth distribution, in this approach, one asks for less
information than what is actually available in the spectrum. This is
the key to produce a very robust procedure where the result is not
affected by small errors in the analysis. In this method, all depth
distributions are approximated as exponential exp(-z/L), where L is
a characteristic decay length for the profile (L can be positive as
well as negative). The analysis determines just two numbers from
the peak-background analysis: the number of atoms (AOS)3λ
within the depth 3λ and their approximate depth distribution char-
acterized by the length L.

The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 15, which shows the sim-
plicity of the procedure: the background is fitted by Eq. (2) to
match the spectrum at a single energy point below the peak rather
than over a large energy range (as with QUASES in Sec. V D). This is
something you can easily ask a computer to do which makes it well
suited for automation. The validity of the algorithm has been tested
for both model74 and experimental34,73,75,76 spectra, and it has been
shown to give very robust results. It was also successfully applied
for 3D imaging with very noisy spectra.76,77 AOS3λ is the amount
of atoms in depths from 0 to 3λ which by this method is deter-
mined with a typical accuracy of 10%–20%,74 and the interpretation
of L in terms of the approximate depth distribution is done by the
rules in Table V. It is somewhat strange that this rather simple
method has not yet been incorporated in commercial software
systems for routine analysis, to supplement the traditional method
based on peak areas, with quantitative values for AOS3λ and L. It
should, however, be noted that it is implemented in the CASAXPS

software8,75 although it is not yet integrated in the general CASAXPS

quantification procedure.
Applying the method to the spectra in Fig. 13, for which

λ = 1.5 nm, results in the solid line background and the values
L =− 1.8λ and +1.4λ. Comparing to the rules in Table V, it is con-
cluded that the atoms in (a) are strongly bulk localized and those
in (b) are strongly surface localized, in good agreement with the
actual distributions. The determined AOS3λ in Fig. 13(a) is 1.1 nm
compared to the actual value = 3λ− 3 nm = 1.5 nm and in
Fig. 13(b) AOS3λ is 1.7 nm compared to the actual value 1.5 nm
(the results are summarized in Table III).

FIG. 15. Algorithm for Decay length (L), AOS3λ analysis
method. The upper part shows the idea followed to create
a robust method and the lower panel the resulting algo-
rithm. Adapted with permission from Tougaard, J. Vac.
Sci. Technol. A 23, 741 (2005). Copyright 2005, American
Vacuum Society.

TABLE V. Rules to estimate the atom depth distribution from L (Sec. V C).

L Depth distribution

6λ < L or L < −6λ Almost uniform
−3λ < L < 0 Most atoms are at depths >1λ
0 < L < 3λ Most atoms are at depths <1λ

If the same peak from two samples has values L1 L2
If 0 < L1 < L2 < 3λ Atoms are surface localized in both samples

and are at shallower depths in sample 1
than in sample 2

If −3λ < L1 < L2 < 0 Atoms are primarily in the bulk of both
samples and at deeper depths in sample 2

than in sample 1
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Applying the method to the spectra in Fig. 2 results in decay
lengths L of −1.54λ and −1.95λ for Fe and O, respectively (see
Table IV). Comparing these with the rules in Table V shows that
most Fe and O are at depths >1λ and that Fe atoms are at larger
depths than O. Since spectra from a reference sample and thereby
AH
p was not available, AOS3λ (see Fig. 15) cannot be evaluated.

The reader is referred to Refs. 34 and 73 for a rigorous expla-
nation of the theoretical details and practical implementation of the
algorithm. In Ref. 74, the accuracy of the method was established
for different classes of depth profiles (surface layer, bulk with a
surface layer, a buried layer) where in general the determined
AOS3λ is typically found to be accurate to within 10%–20% and the
rules in Table V for the relation between L and the depth distribu-
tion of atoms was found to be of general validity with only a few
exceptions. The results were also found to be rather robust against

variation in the energy distance from the peak energy where the
background is matched to the spectrum (the consequence of choos-
ing 20 or 40 eV instead of 30 eV was tested).74

D. More involved analysis using software

A more accurate and complete quantitative determination of
the structure of a sample from XPS analysis can be obtained by
performing a detailed calculation of the energy loss processes.
Mainly two software are available for this: SESSA7 and QUASES.11

SESSA (Refs. 6 and 7) is mainly used for quantitative XPS by
analysis of peak intensities and is a powerful tool to calculate
accurate peak intensities for various structures, and a recent
example is published in Ref. 78. SESSA is, however, rarely used for
quantitative XPS from analysis of the background although it is

FIG. 16. Schematics showing the two different approaches for quantitative XPS analysis with QUASES software (Ref. 11).
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possible, and some examples are found in Refs. 79 and 80. SESSA

was also applied to study the influence of elastic scattering on the
background.48

In contrast to this, QUASES is for quantification from analysis of
both the peak intensity and the accompanying background.10,11

The only input in QUASES is λ and the inelastic scattering cross
section. The inelastic scattering cross section describes the probabil-
ity for an electron to lose energy as the electron travels in the solid.
It can be taken from the Universality classes28 or from cross sec-
tions for specific materials, which are included in the software.
Tailored cross sections and a mixture of cross sections can also be
constructed with the software. The inelastic mean free path λ can
be taken from tables,4 the NIST database,81 from a universal
curve,82 or it may be calculated from the TPP2M formula, e.g., by
use of the free QUASES-IMFP-TPP2M software.13

The principle in the analysis is illustrated in Fig. 16. In
QUASES, there are two ways to analyze the spectrum. With
QUASES-ANALYZE, the background-corrected spectrum correspond-
ing to an assumed structure is calculated. The model structure of
the sample is varied, and the software calculates and displays
the corresponding background. This is directly compared to the
experimental spectrum. The correct structure is found when the
calculated spectrum accounts for the measured background in a
wide energy range below the peak. This determines the depth dis-
tribution of atoms. If the background-corrected spectrum is also
compared on an absolute scale to the spectrum from a reference
sample, then the concentration of atoms in the structure can also
be determined.

With the QUASES-GENERATE software (right-hand side of
Fig. 16), a model spectrum is calculated based on an input spec-
trum from a pure reference sample. The structure is varied until
the model spectrum fits the measured spectrum on an absolute
scale, and when this is achieved, the correct atom depth distribu-
tion has been determined.

This background analysis method is sensitive to depths up to
∼8λ.56 This is larger than the �3λ which is usually quoted for
XPS1,2 and has its origin in Eq. (1) where the exponential drops
rapidly with depth. The difference is that with QUASES peak shape
analysis, we probe not only the peak intensity but also the inelasti-
cally scattered electrons. Those electrons originate from larger
depths (see Fig. 5), which explains why the probing depth is con-
siderably larger.

Analysis with QUASES has become increasingly widespread
over the past years. It can be applied to study a wide range of prac-
tical situations. For example, it is easy to determine whether a
deposited film grows in the form of islands on a substrate.83–85 As
an example, Fig. 17 shows the spectra of Ge deposited on an Si
(001) surface.83 The best fit to the spectrum is obtained with
islands of 4.5 nm height covering 45% of the surface. This was
found to be in good agreement with AFM measurements of the
surface topography. The uncertainty on the determined height and
coverage is illustrated by the analysis in the lower panels where
they have been varied by 20%. The considerably worse agreement
indicates that the uncertainty on the determined height and cover-
age is about 5%. These are typical uncertainty values for the
method. The growth structure of Cu, Ag, Au, and Pt on Si(111)
were also determined by this method,86 and it was also

demonstrated how annealing induced diffusion of the metal atoms
into the silicon can be followed nondestructively, almost as it
happens in real time, by consecutively recording XPS as the tem-
perature increases.86 A similar application of this method to study

FIG. 17. Measured XPS of Ge 2p and spectra generated with QUASES. Upper
panel shows the best fit achieved with a single island being 4.5 nm high and
covering 45% of the surface. The lower two panels show that a considerably
worse fit is obtained when the height or the coverage is changed by 20%. Data
from Schleberger et al., J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B 13, 949 (1995). Copyright 1995,
American Vacuum Society.
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the room temperature growth of gold nanoparticles on polystyrene
(PS) and their subsequent gradual annealing induced embedding
into the substrate was published in Ref. 87. There are numerous
other application of the method, some of which are listed in
Ref. 10.

The O1s spectrum in Fig. 1 of the diblock copolymer after
annealing is analyzed in Fig. 18. The poor agreement with the
background in the upper part shows that the oxygen concentration
is not homogeneous in the surface region. Oxygen is a marker for
PDMS, since oxygen is only in the PDMS and not in PS. The
perfect agreement with a reference spectrum from pure PDMS on
an absolute scale in the lower part of Fig. 18 shows that PDMS is
segregated to the surface in an ∼14 nm thick layer. Analysis of the
Si peaks in Fig. 1 gives a similar result.

Figure 19 shows the analysis of the spectrum of the oxidized
Fe sample in Fig. 2, and the conclusion is that Fe is covered by an
∼3.5 nm thick overlayer while oxygen is mainly present from 2.5 to
8 nm depth (see Table IV). It is hard to analyze the Ca, Mg, and C
peaks because their background ranges overlap in energy (see also
Sec. V E.).

More recently, Risterucci et al.88 applied QUASES to characterize
the structure of deeply buried layers and interfaces in stacks using
hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES). Here, the larger
photon energy results in a larger inelastic mean free path for the
photoelectrons and the probing depth increases [e.g., for Cu, λ
increases from 0.9 nm at 0.5 keV to 5.5 nm at 5 keV (Ref. 13)]. It
was previously estimated that the depth over which it is considered

FIG. 18. QUASES analysis of the spectrum in Fig. 1 (see text).

FIG. 19. QUASES analysis of the spectrum in Fig. 2 (see
text).
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that information can be extracted using this analysis with a stand-
ard AlKα source, where the inelastically scattered electrons typically
can be followed over an energy range of ∼100 eV, is ∼8λ.56 In
HAXPES, the spectrum can often be followed over a larger range of
energy loss and consequently the information depth will increase
[see also Eq. (11)]. Cui et al.89 found that depths up to ∼20λ could
be monitored in a HAXPES case where the background signal
could be measured up to ∼1000 eV below the peak energy. In
typical cases, the probing depth with HAXPES exceeds 10λ and
structures at ∼50 nm, and in some cases more than 100 nm depths
have been studied.29,30,45,46,88–91

Figure 20 shows an example46 where an ∼5 nm Ta layer is
buried deeply in a stack. HAXPES was obtained with 7936 eV
energy photons. The analysis in the left-hand side panel of the
Ta3p3/2 peak correctly identifies the depth location of the Ta
layer. Note that the peak intensity is much smaller than the back-
ground. The peaks observed in the background are caused by
multiple plasmon excitations in the Al overlayer. Likewise, the
analysis in the right-hand side panel identifies the distribution of
Ga atoms as being present only at depth larger than ∼45 nm. The
gradual interdiffusion of these layers upon annealing was also
determined by background analysis.45 The wiggles observed in
the background-corrected spectra are due to numerical noise
caused by the almost vanishing Ta3p3/2 and Ga2s and 2p
peak intensities. This can be avoided by using reference spectra
of the involved peaks from pure materials to model the spectra
with QUASES-GENERATE analysis as recently demonstrated by
Spencer et al.91

Elastic electron scattering can also affect both the peak
intensity6,37,38,40–43 and the shape of the background.47,48 As dis-
cussed in Sec. II A. the effects of elastic scattering is particularly
important for structures that are buried at more than 2λ depth.38,41

The simple approximate correction for this given by Figs. 8(a)
and 8(b) (Ref. 41) were applied successfully in Refs. 38, 45, and 46.

Finally, we mention two additional areas of high technological
importance, namely ambient pressure XPS and core shell nanopar-
ticles (CSNPs), where peak-background analysis was successfully
applied within the past year.

Application of XPS taken under ambient pressure conditions
has become widespread in recent years.92 A problem for the inter-
pretation of such spectra is the distortion of the spectrum caused
by scattering effects as the photoelectrons travel through the gas to
the spectrometer. Recently, it was shown how QUASES can be used to
accurately remove this distortion and bring the spectrum back to
its condition at the surface.93

CSNPs play a key role in many industrial applications. The
properties of the CSNPs depend critically on their structure and, in
particular, on the completeness of the coating, and it is important
to have methods to their characterization. Recently, Müller et al.94

applied QUASES analysis to study two systems that had previously
been well characterized by other methods.78 These were used as
model systems to determine to what extent the detailed structure of
the CSNPs could be determined with this method. Studying CSNPs
with different shell thicknesses, it was shown that QUASES analysis
can correctly identify not only the CSNP shell thicknesses but also
deviations from ideality in terms of the heterogeneity of the shell
thickness and the incomplete encapsulation of the core by the shell
material.94 For this analysis, it is necessary to prepare the CSNPs as
a submonolayer dispersed on a flat substrate because otherwise
there will be a significant contribution to the measured intensities
from the CSNPs below. One of the model systems studied was
nanoparticles with a core of PTFE [poly(tetrafluoroethylene)]
coated with a shell of PS. Figure 21 shows an example analysis of
the F1s spectrum from a submonolayer of PTFE-PS CSNPs spin
coated on a silicon wafer. Fluorine is a marker for the presence of
PTFE and is used to determine the structure of the core. The upper
panel shows analysis of the F1s peak-background for a model
where it is assumed that the coating is ideal. Note that the “sides”

FIG. 20. HAXPES of an ∼5 nm Ta layer buried ∼45 nm deep in a stack excited with 7936 eV energy photons. The spectra are analyzed with QUASES-ANALYZE. Note that the
Ta 3p3/2 and Ga3p Ga3s peaks are just barely visible. Data from Zborowski et al., Appl. Surf. Sci. 432, 60 (2018). Copyright 2018, Elsevier.
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of the coating has no influence since we analyze F1s, which is only
present in the core. A layer model can, therefore, be used to repre-
sent the structure of the CSNP as shown in the inset (see Ref. 94
for details). The best overall fit of the background is obtained with
a 3 nm shell thickness. The fit is good far below the peak but very
bad in a region closer to the peak. The lower panel shows an analy-
sis with a model where the heterogeneity of the coating can be
varied. The excellent fit of the background in the full energy range
shows that this is the correct structure and that the coating is not
perfect. This is in agreement with the conclusions from TOF-SIMS
measurements.78 The CSNPs will have random orientation on the
substrate, and this distribution must be taken into account when
interpreting the determined structure in Fig. 21, which is an
average over all orientations.

E. How to select XPS peaks suitable for background
analysis

The examples shown in Secs. V A–V D illustrate that analysis
of the peak-background for quantitative XPS is quite easy and
straightforward. This is, however, only true when, as in the exam-
ples shown, the peak-background spectral region has only contribu-
tions from atoms with the same depth distribution.

It is extremely important to apply the idea of inelastic back-
ground analysis wisely. Keep in mind that the peaks are responsible
for the background. Therefore (except when using the method in
QUASES-GENERATE, see below), one must make sure that the studied
background range is formed exclusively from peaks that originate
from one type of atoms or from several types of atoms that have
the same depth distribution. So it is a necessary condition that
there are no interfering peaks in an energy range of at least ∼30 eV
below the peak energy since even rather small peaks from other
atoms in this range can obscure the results. One must also be aware
of foreign peaks in a small energy range above the peak. The
reason why peaks above the studied peak can cause problems is
that they may add to the uncertainty on the slope of the straight
line, which is subtracted to isolate the contribution to the spectrum
from a single peak (see Figs. 1 and 2).

Two peaks from the same type of atom do not pose a
problem, and they can be analyzed together. Note that, for
example, in the analysis of the oxidized Fe sample (Fig. 19),
although the Fe2p peaks involve both the metal peak and the oxi-
dized Fe2+/3+ peaks at a few electron volts lower kinetic energy,
this is not a problem because all of these peaks originate from Fe
atoms (not from O atoms).

In the search for a suitable peak, it is often a minor peak
that should be chosen. So when, e.g., studying Au, the Au4f or
Au4d may in some situations be discarded in favor of the weaker
4p or 4s peaks. Even a very weak peak is well suited for back-
ground analysis because intensity is not so important here since
the effects are so huge (Fig. 7). If an Auger peak is interfering,
one can consider to use MgKα instead of AlKα as the photon
source since this will shift the Auger away from the peak. Note

FIG. 21. QUASES analysis of a core shell nanoparticle. The poor fit of the back-
ground in the upper panel shows that the coating is not perfect while the perfect
match of the background with the analysis model in the lower panel shows that
the coating is incomplete. Data from Müller et al., Surf. Interface Anal. 52, 770
(2020). Copyright 2020, John Wiley and Sons Ltd.

FIG. 22. XPS of a contaminated Ru film. Data from Gusenleitner et al., Surf.
Sci. 616, 161 (2013). Copyright 2013, Elsevier.
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also that the Auger peaks can also be applied for peak-
background analysis (see Fig. 23).

With HAXPES, it is usually easy to find a good peak because
the higher photon energy excites deeper core levels, and the separa-
tion of these peaks is often much larger and the probability of
interfering peaks is consequently smaller.

Samples involving polymers and organic films are usually
easy to study by peak-background analysis. They contain besides
H mainly C, O, and N, and these atoms only give rise to one
sharp 1s peak and the corresponding Auger peak. So if a sample
consists of a polymer and a metal, it is usually easy to find two
peaks, one from the polymer and one from the metal, without
interfering peaks in an energy range both below and above the
peak energy.

The same is true for Si and Al, which only give rise to the
2s,2p peaks. Note also that when analyzing an SiOx film, Si2s and
Si2p can be analyzed as a combined peak because they both origi-
nate from Si atoms. Likewise, the chemically shifted Si peaks due to
some Si atoms bonding with oxygen is no problem because these
peaks originate from Si atoms (not O atoms).

As was demonstrated by Schleberger et al.,83,86 if the Si2p,2s
(and similarly for Al) region has interfering peaks, one can use the
Si KLL Auger peaks for peak-background analysis. These are in the
energy range of 1500–1650 eV and will be sufficiently strongly
excited by bremsstrahlung, when using an un-monochromatized
x-ray source.

The problem with interfering peaks can, however, be a major
challenge when analyzing a metal alloy composed of several

FIG. 23. Characterization of the Ru film in Fig. 22. Analysis of O (Auger), Ru3p, and the combined Ru3d and C1s peaks are shown. Data from Gusenleitner et al., Surf.
Sci. 616, 161 (2013). Copyright 2013, Elsevier.
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transition metals. Transition metals have typically several XPS
peaks distributed over the entire survey spectrum, and if there are
three or more transition metals in a sample, there will be a multi-
tude of peaks. It can then become difficult to find a peak without
interference.

In some cases, it is not possible to find a suitable peak. Then
one can choose a range that involves the contribution from two (or
three) different atoms and apply the QUASES-GENERATE analysis
(Fig. 16) where the model spectrum is generated from spectra taken
from pure materials of the involved atoms. The spectral contribu-
tion is calculated for each of the peaks, which will have different
depth distributions and the sum of these generated spectra is com-
pared with the measured spectrum. This is automatically done in
the software. However, the complexity and the time spent on the
analysis increase since there are more structural parameters to
adjust.

Figure 22 shows a practical case studied in Ref. 95 that illus-
trates the considerations one should take before starting to apply
background analysis. It depicts XPS of an Ru film which is used as
a capping layer to protect multilayer mirrors used in high energy
lithography. During use, the film gets contaminated and one wants
to determine the thickness of the C and O films. From the survey
spectrum, it is obvious that O Auger is very well suited for analysis.
Therefore, this is done first and the analysis is straightforward and
is shown in Fig. 23. This determines the oxygen depth distribution.
Note that O1s is not easily analyzed because the background from
the Ru peak makes it quite uncertain to judge how the straight line
should be fitted to the high energy side of the O1s peak. The com-
bined O1s and Ru3p energy range could, however, be analyzed
with QUASES-GENERATE. Next, one observes that the Ru3p peak does
have an interfering O1s peak with the MgKα satellite 55 eV below
the centroid of the Ru 3p peak (using a monochromatized source
would allow to use a 10 eV wider energy range). So analysis of Ru
is possible in this limited energy range, which determines the depth
distribution of Ru as shown in Fig. 23. It is however impossible to
isolate the contribution to the spectrum from C atoms because
there is an almost exact coincidence in the C1s and Ru3d peak
energies and the same is true for C Auger, which overlaps with the
Ru Auger peaks. Carbon can, therefore, only be analyzed by gener-
ating spectra from Ru and C and adding these to be compared with
the measured spectrum. In QUASES-GENERATE, there are facilities to
do this interactively, and the result is shown in the lower part of
Fig. 23. In modeling, the knowledge on the Ru atom distribution
can be used to facilitate the fitting procedure.

VI. SUMMARY

In this guide, we first discuss the problem with standard quan-
titative XPS analysis which, based on measured peak intensities,
calculates and reports the composition as atomic concentrations of
the surface. We point out that these numbers can be highly mis-
leading and very inaccurate and that a meaningful quantification
cannot be made unless the attenuation factor is also taken into
account. In Secs. IV A–IV C, we then discuss the advantages and
limitations of different ways to do that. We emphasize the interplay
between XPS peak intensity, inelastic background, and depth distri-
bution of atoms and describe how this can be used to significantly

improve the accuracy and greatly enhance the amount of informa-
tion that can be extracted from XPS. The quantification then
involves the analysis of both the peak intensity as well as the distri-
bution of inelastically scattered electrons in the background that
accompanies the peak. This has resulted in several practical
methods and algorithms that involve spectral analysis at different
levels of complexity as described in Secs. V A–V D. Finally,
Sec. V E gives details on how the best peaks are selected for analysis
by these methods.

DATA AVAILABILITY

The data that support the findings of this study are available
from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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